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Linda Quinlan 
in conversation with Sean Kelly. 
 
 
     It adds to the confusion, 2006 
 
Linda Quinlan will discuss her practice as an artist, and introduce the work of artists currently 
working in Ireland. An emphasis of the discussion is placed on the existing Irish infrastructure, in 
relation to galleries, institutions, studio spaces and opportunities for exhibition and International 
residencies.  
 
Linda Quinlan lives and works in Ireland and has a membership studio in Temple Bar Gallery & 
Studios.  In 2006 she was awarded the AIB prize. Forthcoming projects in 2007 include an 
exhibition in The Douglas Hyde Gallery, Dublin, the completion of a project, commissioned by 
‘Breaking Ground 2, a collaborative project with Stephen Brandes and Shannon Bool, as well as a 
solo exhibition at the Crawford Municipal Gallery, Cork.  
 
She is co-founder of Four an exhibition space in Dublin. She is a part-time lecturer of Fine art at The 
Dublin Institute of Technology, and a Director of the Board at Temple Bar Galleries and Studios. Her 
work is in the collection of The Irish Museum of Modern Art and The Irish Arts Council. 
www.lindaquinlan.com      www.fourdublin.com 
 
**** 12.30 pm   Dechaineux Lecture Theatre **** 
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